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Abstract
The situation of high energy consumption in construction industry is becoming increasingly severe, which
hinders the sustainable development of world economy, society and environment. Building energy
conservation reconstruction is urgent. The long-term and effective promote of buildings energy
conservation reconstruction depends on the market development. However, its external characteristics
and public goods attributes determine it is necessity of implementing incentives. The incentives of the
buildings energy conservation reconstruction market development not limited in policy incentives,
involving multiple in�uencing factors, which are interrelated and complex systems engineering. Therefore,
it is necessary to integrate many factors into a coordinated dynamic system. This paper uses literature
analysis method and expert interview method to identify the factors that affect incentives of buildings
energy conservation reconstruction market development. In this study, the incentive structure frameworks
of incentive elements, incentive operation, incentive e�ciency and incentive environment were
constructed by using the whole and part research idea. Based on principle of dynamic feedback analysis,
Vensiem PLE was used to respectively analysis the four subsystem causality diagrams, the dynamic
feedback relationship among the in�uencing factors in each incentive subsystem were clari�ed. The
results demonstrate that incentive goal consistency, inspire all links, incentive system integrity and
market maturity are the key factors affecting the incentive effect of the whole system. Finally, some
optimization suggestions on incentive mechanism are put forward to promote the buildings energy
conservation reconstruction market development.

1. Introduction
Today, the world is facing an increasing energy and environment crisis. Many countries have recognized
the importance of improving energy e�ciency and reducing energy use for sustainable development. The
huge size of buildings in the world has higher energy e�ciency potential than other industries (Ballarini et
al.2014). About 75% of the European Union’ (EU) buildings are constructed without energy e�ciency
speci�cations (Vorsatz et al.2007). It is estimated that about 75–90% of the permanent buildings in the
EU will continue to be used in 2050 (Dall et al.2012). A large number of nonenergy saving buildings not
only increase the energy burden, but also exacerbate the restrictive role of resource constraints on
sustainable development of cities. By the end of 2018, China adds 2 billion square meters of new
buildings every year (Ballarini et al.2014), and this proportion will continue to grow with the promotion of
urbanization. In view of the dependence on energy and the compromise on climate change, buildings
energy conservation also constitutes a strategic objective of the EU. The buildings energy conservation
reconstruction market has huge development space and promotion potential. However, the public goods
characteristics and positive externality of buildings energy saving reconstruction determine that market
development is inevitably inseparable from incentive mechanism. The purpose of implementing
incentives is to improve the initiative of market entities, enhance the comprehensive bene�ts of energy
conservation reconstruction, and promote market development.
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Since the �rst energy crisis broke out in 1973, western countries have made many explorations in
incentives for buildings energy conservation reconstruction. It mainly focuses on coordination and
cooperation of market entities, multiple combinations of incentive measures, and optimization and
upgrading of incentive systems. In terms of market subjects, Japan set up a four-level “pyramid” energy
saving management organization, with the leadership of the Prime Minister as the core and multi-
department coordination (Fawkes et al .1986). The United States (US) government has constructed a
multi-level building energy conservation management system (Bonner et al.2018). In terms of incentive
measures, the Japanese government combined engineering demonstration and technological innovation
to fully mobilize owners and energy service companies (ESCO). The Britain adopted a combination of
�nancial subsidies, tax incentives and an energy consumption tax (Fawkes et al.1986). Compared with
mandatory regulation and a single incentive, a �exible and diverse combination of economic incentives is
more conducive to enhancing incentive effect. In terms of the incentive system, the developed countries
have optimized implementation path of the energy conservation incentive system through government
�nancial support, market credit information management, and industrialization. The US established the
Energy Conservation Public Welfare Fund to provide �nancial support for energy conservation
technological innovation. The German government set up the Renaissance Credit Bank to broaden
�nancing channels. The Japanese government formulated industrialization development policies in
accordance with local conditions in different regions. The EU countries established ESCO quali�cation
credit system and ESCO credit �le to foster a good industrial development environment (Carvallo et
al,2019).

This paper aims to study many factors that in�uence incentive of the building energy conservation
reconstruction market development from an overall perspective. Under the premise of constructing
system analysis frameworks, system dynamics models are built to clarity the dynamic feedback
relationship among incentive factors in the system, and the action process of various incentive factors on
market development is revealed. It avoids the drawback of neglecting the relationship among factors in
previous studies, and provides theoretical support for government to formulate more effective incentive
policies, so as to improve incentive bene�ts, achieve good incentive affect, and promote e�cient and
orderly operation of buildings energy conservation reconstruction market.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces research materials methods of
dynamic feedback analysis. Section 3 constructs the model for research demonstration and result
analysis. Section 4 further discusses this research. Section 5 summarizes the full text.

2. Materials And Methods
Forrester (Forrester,2010) of MIT proposed system dynamics in 1956. He pointed that system’s goal is not
to �nd the optimal solution, but to seek measures and ways to improve the system output on basis of the
system. The process of information transmission and causal feedback among various factors of the
system can be obtained by dynamic feedback analysis. So far, many scholars have used it in research.
For example, Homer (2006) used it to explore the dynamic complexity of public health problems.
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Ghaffarzadegan (2011) tried to use it to help formulate public policy. Nazareth (2011) applied it to
information security management. In general, the dynamic feedback analysis process has the following
six steps.

2.1. Proposing Dynamic Hypothesis
According to causes of research objectives, in order to facilitate analysis, the following potential
hypotheses are stored in the feedback view of system dynamics.

1. The system is an evolving, continuous, and gradual process.

2. The system does not consider sudden changes in system status due to abnormal factors such as
war, disease, etc.

3. The system operation effect is determined by the interaction of in�uencing factors and system
environmental factors.

2.2. Determining System Boundary
In order to start with the problem and really focus on the core issue, we can consider ignoring the less
important factors and draw the system boundary according to research purpose and actual situation.
Dynamic feedback analysis mainly studies variables inside the system (Thoms et al.2011). This is
because endogenous variables are determined by the system internal feedback structure, while
exogenous variables change with time, and cannot fundamentally affect the system operation (Wu et
al.2012). Therefore, dynamic feedback analysis needs to de�ne system boundary according to research
objectives and practical issues.

2.3. Drawing System Structure Diagrams
The system structure diagram is a summary and should not contain too much detail (Oliva et al.2010).
The structure diagrams focus on modeling, which assumes that decision makers use information about
the tra�c in the control system, which shows the causal structure and time delay involved in a particular
decision, rather than the feedback structure of the entire system. The research idea of this step is to
divide the whole system into several subsystems, and analyze each subsystem structure in depth to
study the interaction between each subsystem.

2.4. Building System Feedback Model
Similar to step 2.3, the research idea of the whole and then the part is adopted. Firstly, Vensim PLE is
used to draw total system feedback model based on sorting out the system in�uencing factors, Secondly,
the total system is divided into several subsystems to deeply analyze the correlation of internal variables.

2.5. Analyzing System Causality
The causal arrow “→” is a directed line segment connecting the causal variables. The arrow tail begins
with the cause and ends with the result, and the two variables connected by the causal arrow become a
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causal chain. Causal chain only re�ects the logical relationship or change direction between variables
(Nesheim et al.2014). Causality can be divided into positive and negative poles, "+" means that the
variables of link change in same direction, and causality is strengthened. On the contrary, "-" means that
the variables of link change in opposite direction, and causality is weakened. When determining the
positive or negative of a causal chain or a causal loop, it is assumed that all variables outside the chain
or ring are constant. If there are odd-numbered causal chains with negative polarity, it is a causal chain
with negative polarity. If there are even-numbered causal chains with negative polarity, it is a causal chain
with positive polarity (Barunik.2018) (Fig. 1).

Multiple causal chain interacts to forms a causal loop, called a feedback loop. It is a closed, �rst-order
causal chain, and its polarity criterion is the same as a causal chain. The positive feedback loop indicates
that the change of any variable in the loop will cause the change of other variables in the loop along the
direction indicated by the arrow. At the same time, the change of other variables will promote the change
of the variable (Agnew et al.2018). Conversely, if the change of any variable in the loop will restrain the
change of other variables, the loop will become a negative feedback loop, also known as the balance loop
(Li et al.2015) (Fig. 2).

However, practical problems are often very complex and can’t be clearly described with a few causal
chains or loop. A complex set of causal chains or loops is called a causal graph (Homer et al.2006). The
drawing of causality diagram should be based on �nding out as many variables as possible, and then
start with any variable in the system, �nd all variables that have direct causal relationship with this
variable, and determine the relationship among them and all causal chains should have clear polarity
(Beck et al.2010). It should be noted here that in determining relationship between two variables, it is
necessary to assume that other factors are �xed and pay attention to some special cases, such as
mutual causation, one cause many effects, and multiple causes one effect. Repeat this process until all
causal relationships are completed. Causality diagrams can describe causality between variables, and
expresses correlation and feedback process among variables in the system (Thiem et al.2014).

2.6. Analyzing System Characteristics and Key In�uencing
Factors
Edmondson (2018) has demonstrated that system dynamics is a scienti�c tool to analyze dynamic
feedback relationships among many in�uencing factors in a system. Based on the results of dynamic
feedback analysis, the characteristics and the key in�uencing factors of complex system are obtained.

3. Results

3.1. The Incentive In�uencing Factor of Buildings Energy
Conservation Reconstruction Market Development
So far, there have been many studies on buildings energy conservation reconstruction at home and
abroad. Although the national conditions are not the same, the central position of government incentive
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in buildings energy conservation reconstruction markets development has become a common consensus
among researchers in this �eld. A detailed summary of previous research, we found that the research on
incentive factors of the buildings energy conservation reconstruction mainly concentrated in market
intrinsic characteristics, market operation mode, market development constraints, government incentive
policies, and behavior choice of incentive objects. Sebi (2019) pointed out that government gains social
and environmental bene�ts from energy conservation reconstruction and should play a leading role in
market development. Soroye (2010) believed that externality result in failure of energy conservation
reconstruction, and economic incentive is the most direct and effective means for the government to
intervene in market economy to optimize resource allocation. Hamilton (2014) through that owners’
enthusiasm for energy conservation reconstruction is affected by externalities, and suggested that the
degree of implementation of incentive policies is directly proportional to the owners’ enthusiasm. Wong
(2017) pointed out that energy e�ciency labeling system is an effective information disclosure measure
that can effectively weaken information asymmetry and enhance market transparency. Fuerst (2015)
pointed out that EPC stipulates energy saving behavior by signing a contract period. Droutsa (2016)
found that the introduction of EPC mode into energy conservation reconstruction market can promote
ESCO to share energy conservation bene�ts with owners, and coordinate the interest con�ict of the
industry chain subject. Krarti (2015) believed that institutional factors such as energy prices and market
structure are obstacles facing the energy e�ciency service market in all countries. Bjorneboe (2018)
found that the main obstacles in energy conservation service market are the owners’ lack of energy
saving awareness and the imperfect of market supervision system. Arumagi (2014) demonstrated that
the energy conservation technology should be adapted to local conditions. Gram (2012) believed that the
linkage between energy saving market and strategic emerging industries such as the Internet, new energy
is insu�cient, and no effective external interaction and support development model has been formed.
Chowdhury (2014) found that green buildings constrained by the government's economic incentive policy,
the supervision of the construction industry and the technical ability. Carlssonkanyama (2010) believed
that information transfer, economic incentives, management tools and technical support are the key to
promote the market development. Friege (2014) believed that countries should formulate individualized
economic incentives including information and taxation to adapt to their own markets according to their
own development characteristics. Painuly (2003) pointed out that �nancing barrier is one of the
di�culties in ESCO development. Government should encourage �nancial institutions to establish
specialized �nancing platforms and provide specialized �nancing products. Blengini (2010) emphasized
the multiple combinations of incentives such as economic incentive, cultural incentive, and institutional
incentive. Risholt (2013) pointed out that the key to building energy conservation is to improve the
owner's awareness of energy conservation, and pointed out that knowledge, motivation and control are
the main factors that can encourage owners to adopt energy conservation behavior. Capelo (2013)
analyzed the impact of energy e�ciency policies on ESCO in EU countries, through a Portuguese case
study. Toleikyte (2018) applied different energy conservation potential cost curves to select the lowest
cost energy e�ciency solutions based on the perspective of investors and overall economy. Liu (2018)
determined that the reasonable setting of incentive process is the key factor of incentive for market
development through SWOT analysis. Paiho (2015) proposed a programmatic economic model to assess
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the effectiveness of government economic incentives. Pombo (2016) adopted a multi-criteria evaluation
method and found that government incentives should focus on the coordination between energy
conservation and environmental, economic and social bene�ts. Vine’s survey revealed the positive
correlation between the information interaction between ESCO and government organizations (2015).

Using literature analysis, expert interviews, case studies and other technologies, combined with own
experience and observation, this paper obtains the following 33 incentives factors of the buildings energy
conservation reconstruction market development: ESCO service level (Painuly et al.2003), ESCO
economic bene�ts(Wong et al.2017), market development maturity(Droutsa et al.2016), the cooperate
willingness of market subject(Arumagi et al.2014), a sound market mechanism(Friege et al.2014), the
energy conservation willingness of market subject (Arumagi et al.2014), incentives e�ciency(Droutsa et
al.2016), reconstruction demand(Bjorneboe et al.2018), incentive goal divergence, organization internal
management e�ciency(Paiho et al.2015),consistency of incentive goal(Pombo et al.2016), inter-
organizational information interaction(Blengini et al.2010), improvement of incentive
system(Carlssonkanyama et al.2010), incentive economic bene�t(Bjorneboe et al.2018), appropriateness
of incentive intensity(Carlssonkanyama et al.2010), effectiveness of incentives(Liu et al.2018), inspire all
links (Krarti et al.2015), implementing effect of incentive means(Chowdhur et al.2014), incentive cost
(Krarti et al.2015), incentive effect feedback(Wong et al.2017), the implementation effect of incentive
means(Painuly et al.2003), the choice of incentive policy combination[(Krarti et al.2015), the matching
degree of policy and market subject demand(Friege et al.2014), the identi�cation of market subject
demand(Arumagi et al.2014), incentive policy updates(Friege et al.2014), the difference of market subject
demand(Risholt.2013), incentive utility(Liu et al.2018), market development prospects, energy
conservation product innovation(Tuominen et al.2012), the change of organizational
environment(Painuly et al.2003), market information interaction, coordination of industry chain, system
innovation capability(Painuly et al.2003).

3.2. The Incentive System Structure of Buildings Energy Conservation
Reconstruction Market Development
Based on systematic view, the incentive system of buildings energy conservation reconstruction market
development has dissipative structure. Each subsystem coordinates mutually, forms a stable and orderly
structure spontaneously, and has a strong logical relationship. Considering the law of market
development, the complex incentive system of buildings energy conservation reconstruction market is
divided into incentive element subsystem, incentive operation subsystem, incentive e�ciency subsystem,
and incentive environment subsystem. Each subsystem has different characteristics to maintain the
balance and stability of entire system. The four subsystems of incentive elements, incentive operation,
incentive environment and incentive performance cross-impact and mutually restrict each other to form a
feedback system. Figure 3 shows the structural framework and relationships of the four subsystems in
incentive system.
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3.2.1. The Structure of Incentive Elements Subsystem

The incentive elements subsystem is the core of incentive system of the buildings energy conservation
reconstruction market development. It contains incentive subjects, incentive objects, and incentive tools.
It is a self-organized complex system. The structure of incentive elements subsystem is shown in Figure
4.

3.2.2. The Structure of Incentive Operation Subsystem

The incentive operating subsystem is the foundation of incentive system and the necessary condition of
incentive elements subsystem. By controlling and coordinating the various operational links of the
incentive system, the government maximizes the role of the incentive elements subsystem and ultimately
realizes sustainable development of the building energy conservation reconstruction market. The
structure of the incentive operating subsystem is shown in Figure 5.

3.2.3. The Structure of Incentive E�ciency Subsystem

The incentive e�ciency subsystem re�ects the operation e�ciency of incentive system for the buildings
energy conservation reconstruction market development, and is an important subsystem to measure the
incentives effectiveness. The structure of incentive e�ciency subsystem is shown in Figure 6.

3.2.4. The Structure of Incentive Environment Subsystem

The incentive environment subsystem is closely related to the other three subsystems, which not only
provides linkage support for the implementation of incentive paths, but also provides ideas for
collaborative development and innovative collaboration with other related industries. The structure of the
incentive environment subsystem is shown in Figure 7.

3.3. Building Total System Causal Diagram

Based on obtaining the in�uencing factors, namely the system variables, the causal relationship between
variables is extracted from interviews with authoritative experts, and the causal chain is supported by a
paragraph in interviews. In addition, according to their own experience and observations, the historical
data and other information sources, add additional causal chains not mentioned in interviews or other
sources, in order to build a better system dynamics model. Start with any variable and explore all
variables within the system that are causally related to the variable until all variables’ causal effect is
completed, as shown in Figure 8.

We can clearly see that the total system involves many variables. It’s hard to directly analyze dynamic
feedback relationship of all variables. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out dynamic feedback analysis
for four subsystems separately (Serrano et al.2019). According to the structure analysis and
interrelationship of incentive system for the buildings energy conservation reconstruction, we can get that
the four subsystems of incentive elements, incentive operation, incentive environment and incentive
performance promote and restrict each other to form a multi-feedback incentive system of market
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development(Almeida et al.2018). It is helpful for the research and demonstration of the total system to
analyze the dynamic feedback relationship of the four subsystems' in�uencing factors separately.

3.4. Results Analysis of System Dynamic Feedback

3.4.1. The Incentive Elements Subsystem

The feedback relationship of incentive elements subsystem re�ects interaction of incentive elements in
the building energy conservation reconstruction market development. The synergistic interaction among
incentive elements is the key to achieve incentive effect. The relationships among in�uencing factors of
the incentive elements subsystem are shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen from Figure 9, the two main feedback loops of the incentive elements subsystem are as
follows:

1) Incentive goal consistency→(+)Organization internal management e�ciency→(-) incentive subject
goal divergence→(-)Incentive implementation e�ciency→(+)Incentive effectiveness→(+)Appropriateness
of incentive intensity→(-)Incentive cost→(-) Incentive economic bene�ts →(+) Incentive system
perfection→(+)Incentive goal consistency.

This loop has positive polarity. This shows that goal consistency can affect project incentive effect.
Therefore, in the design stage of incentive path, government should focus on formulating uni�ed
incentive goals, improving the management e�ciency within organization, reducing goal divergence of
incentive subjects, improving e�ciency of incentive implementation, and reducing incentive costs, so as
to further improve the incentive system and enhance the consistency of incentive goal.

2) Incentive goal consistency→(+) Inter-organizational information interaction→(+) Incentive
implementation e�ciency→(+)Incentive effectiveness→(+) Market subject energy-saving awareness
→(+)Renovation demand→(+)ESCO economic bene�ts→(+) ESCO service level→(+) Sound market
mechanism→(+)The cooperate willingness of market subject→(+) Market development maturity→
(+)Incentive goal consistency.

This loop has negative polarity, from which it can be concluded that inter-organizational information
interaction is essential to improve e�ciency of incentive implementation. It can help to enhance the
cooperate willingness of market subject, thereby improving the incentive system, promoting market
development.

From the above two feedback loops, we found that organization internal management e�ciency and
inter-organizational information interaction are the key factors to improve the incentive goal consistency.
Through continuous interacting with other factors, the implementation effect of incentives will be
affected, the market mechanism will be improved, and subjects’ enthusiasm and willingness to cooperate
will be enhanced.
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3.4.2. The Incentive Operation Subsystem

The incentive operation subsystem mainly improves effectiveness of incentive implementation by
strengthening the linkage of incentive links. The causal feedback relationships among the in�uencing
factors in the incentive operation subsystem are shown in Figure 10.

As can be seen from the analysis in Figure 10, the three main feedback loops of the incentive operation
subsystem are as follows:

1) Inspire all links→(+)Inter-organizations information interaction→(+) Incentive implementation
e�ciency →(-) Incentive costs→(-) Incentive economic bene�ts→(+) Improve incentive system→(+)
Incentive policy update →(+ )Inspire all links.

This loop has positive polarity, which promotes information interaction among organizations by
enhancing the inspire of each link, improving the e�ciency of incentive implementation, reducing
incentive cost, improving incentive income, thereby accelerating policy update, and enhancing their
enthusiasm of energy conservation reconstruction.

2) Inspire all links→(+)Market subject demand identi�cation→(+)Policy and market subject demand
matching→(+)Selection of incentive policy mix→(+)Implementing effect of incentive means
→(+)Willingness of market subject to cooperate →(+)Market development maturity→(+)Market subject
demand difference →(+) Incentive policy update→(+)Inspire all links.

This loop has positive polarity, which proves that linkages in the implementation are important. By
improving the accuracy of market demand identi�cation, strengthening the matching of policy and
market demand, improving the effect of incentive implementation, and promoting market development.
With the market’s gradual maturity, the demand differences among market subjects become more and
more apparent, and policies are constantly updated. In order to meet the changing needs of market
subject, it is necessary to promote the linkage of all links of incentive.

3) Inspire all links→(+)Market subject demand identi�cation→(+)Policy and market demand
matching→(+)Selection of incentive policy mix→(+)Implementation effect of incentive means →
(+)Feedback of incentive effect →(+) Improve incentive system→(+) Incentive policy update→(+) Inspire
all links.

This loop is a positive feedback loop. Its signi�cance is to improve the incentive system by enhancing
incentive effect, improving incentives effectiveness, optimizing incentive system, and improving
incentives linkage.

From the above three positive feedback loops, the key factors to improve the effect of incentive
implementation are the linkage of each links, the matching of policy and market demand, and the
feedback of incentive effect.
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3.4.3. The Incentive E�ciency Subsystem

Government pays attention to the balance of incentive costs and bene�ts while promoting social
progress and social welfare. Therefore, government incentive also has bounded rationality. The causality
of in�uencing factors of the incentive e�ciency subsystems is shown in Figure 11.

As can be seen from Figure 11, the three main feedback loops of the incentive e�ciency subsystem are
as follows:

1) Improve incentive system→(+)Incentive implementation e�ciency→(+)Incentive means
Implementation effect→(+)Reconstruction demand→(+)ESCO economic bene�ts→(+)Energy saving
product innovation→(+)Market development prospects→(+)Incentive economic bene�t →(+)Improve
incentive system.

2) Improve incentive system→(+)Incentive implementation e�ciency→(+)Incentive means
implementation effect→(+)Renovation demand→(+)ESCO economic bene�ts→(+)ESCO service
level→(+)The cooperate willingness of market subject→(+)Incentive utility→(+)Incentive economic
bene�ts→(+)Improve incentive system.

3)Improve incentive system→(+)Policy and market demand matching→(+)Appropriateness of incentive
intensity →(+)Market main subject’s energy-saving consciousness→(+)The cooperate willingness of
market subject →(+)Incentive utility→(+)Incentive economic bene�ts→(+)Improve incentive system.

The above three loops are positive feedback loops, which mainly re�ects that perfect incentive system
can not only promote energy conservation products and technological innovation, promote market
development, but also improve the ESCO economic bene�ts effectively, and achieve incentive effects
better.

3.4.4. The Incentive Environment Subsystem

The incentive environment subsystems of the buildings energy conservation reconstruction market
development mainly focus on market characteristics and dynamic changes in the environment at
different stages of market development impact on each incentive subsystem. The causal feedback
relationships between the various factors in the incentive environment subsystem are shown in Figure 12.

In Figure 12, the four main feedback loops of the incentive environment subsystem are as follows:

1)Market development maturity→(+)Incentive system perfection→(+)Economic externalities→ (+)Market
subject energy saving awareness→(+)The cooperate willingness of market subject→(+) Market
development prospects →(+)Market development maturity.

2) Market development maturity→(+)Market information interaction→(-)Information asymmetry→(-)The
cooperate willingness of market subject→(+) Market development prospects →(+)Market development
maturity.
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3) Market development maturity→(+)Market information interaction→(+)Coordination of industry
chain→(+) System innovation capability→(+) Energy saving product innovation→(+)The cooperate
willingness of market subject→(+)Market development prospects→(+)Market development maturity.

4) Improve incentive system→(-)Organizational environment change→(-)Incentive goal consistency
→(+)Internal management e�ciency of organization→(-)Incentive subject goal divergence →(-)Incentive
effectiveness →(+)Incentive economic bene�t→(+)Improve incentive system.

The above four loops are all positive feedback loops, which mainly re�ect that with market development,
the incentive system is more perfect, and can effectively reduce the impact of environmental factors such
as economic externalities, information asymmetry, change of organizational environment and so on. At
the same time, environmental factors such as market information interaction and the coordination degree
of industry subjects can also promote improvement of incentive system and market maturity.

3.5. The Characteristics of Incentives System
Through the above analysis, the characteristics of incentive system of the buildings energy conservation
reconstruction market development are as follows:

1) Effective coordination among subsystems is the key to orderly operation of incentive system. The four
subsystems of incentive elements, incentive operation, incentive e�ciency, and incentive environment
promote and in�uence each other. The promotion of incentive e�ciency subsystem is based on the
coordination of other three subsystems. The interaction among subsystems promotes the overall
coordination, feedback control, and gradual improve of the incentive system.

2) Any change in one variable in the system will cause the change of other variables. Systematic theory
emphasizes the relationship among multiple variables, and incentive factors that affect the buildings
energy conservation reconstruction market development are not isolated. For example, strengthening the
linkage of incentive links can affect and promote the information interaction between organizations,
thereby affecting the e�ciency of incentive implementation, improving the economic e�ciency of
incentive, and improving the incentive system, thus affecting effect of the buildings energy saving
reconstruction market operation. Therefore, we should consider the dynamic changes of the whole
system when design incentive path of energy conservation reconstruction market. In this process, the
incentive mechanism should be continuously optimized to accelerate market development.

3)  The incentive system circulation channel is information interaction, which realizes the identi�cation of
market demand and the feedback of incentive effect. The identi�cation of market subjects’ demand, the
feedback of incentive effects, market information, and information interaction between organizations are
the driving forces for circular feedback of entire incentive system. Information interaction can also
effectively attenuate the information asymmetry of the market, and eliminate the cooperation doubts of
market participants, and promote mutual trust and win-win cooperation between market subjects.
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4)  The operation of incentive system needs pay attention to the dynamics of market development stage.
Buildings energy conservation reconstruction market is not �xed, and the factors changes of incentive
system generally conform to the track of market evolution. We should pay attention to subject demand
and behavior evolution law at different stages , consider the in�uence of incentive policy update, attach
importance to the matching degree between policy and market demand, pay attention to the market
environment and industry development trend in different stages, and adjust and optimize the incentive
mechanism in time.

4. Discussion
Building energy conservation reconstruction is integrated into urban repair strategy of ecological concept,
which can effectively replace large-scale demolition and construction in the process of urban renewal. It
is the key link to save energy and reduce carbon emissions. The following discussion is based on the
results obtained in Sect. 3.

1. Figure 11 indicates that incentive goal consistency is a key factor of the incentive elements
subsystem. The consistency of incentive goal determines incentive implementation effect, improves
the management e�ciency and information interaction between organizations to promote e�ciency
of the incentive implementation. At present, the subject’s goals of the building energy conservation
reconstruction are seriously divided in China, governments at all levels of incentive method are
different, the recognition of market subject needs are not accurate, policy and market subject needs
matching degree is not high. There is a lack of a set of incentive paths suitable of the current energy
conservation reconstruction market.

2. As expected, the key to improve e�ciency of incentive implementation is the linkage of incentive
links. Figure 10 show that the linkage of each link determines the implementation e�ciency of
incentive and affects the implementation effect of incentive and the enthusiasm of market subjects.
Improving the accuracy of subject demand identi�cation can enhance the matching degree between
policies and market demand, and improving the effect of incentive implementation. The market
matures in the process of continuous development, economic incentive policies are updated, and
�nally achieve feedback optimization of all links of incentive operation to promote the healthy and
orderly development of energy conservation reconstruction market.

3. “Incentive system integrity” has attracted wide attention in social circles. Figure 11 can prove the
importance of “incentive performance”, which not only re�ects the operational e�ciency, but also
measures effectiveness of government incentives. With the continuous improvement of the incentive
system, the incentives effectiveness is improved, the incentive costs are gradually reduced, and the
incentive utility is gradually improved. Incentive performance is gradually improved based on the
input-output perspective. The improvement of incentive e�ciency in turn continues to promote
improvement of the market development system.

4. An interesting �nding is that market maturity can no longer be ignored, Fig. 12 displays that maturity
of the building energy saving reconstruction market has an impact on government, owners, ESCO
and other subject's behaviors, economic growth, and institutional guarantee mechanisms, which
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indirectly affects incentive implementation effect and integrity of the incentive system. The incentive
system interacts with market maturity and promotes each other to form a self-organizing system
with cyclic feedback.

5. Conclusions
Building energy conservation reconstruction has important strategic signi�cance for alleviating the
current situation of energy shortage in the world, building low-carbon cities, and improving people's living
environment. Its public goods attribute determines that incentives are essential for guiding market
development. This paper analyses the dynamic feedback of in�uencing factors and explores incentives
mechanism from a systematic perspective to achieve better incentive effect in the building energy
conservation reconstruction market. Based on the results of system analysis, focusing on industrial
practices, the following recommendations are made to achieve better incentive effects of the buildings
energy conservation reconstruction market.

1. Set up energy conservation reconstruction management departments and coordinate rights and
responsibility between governments at all levels. First of all, starting with the coordination of
government energy conservation service manage departments, standardizing and clarifying the
rights and responsibilities of various departments. Secondly, improve the assessment system of
incentive policies implementation. The effect of policy incentives should not only stay in the area of
energy saving industry, but also strengthen the interaction and sharing of information with the
government and departments. Thirdly, building a feedback platform make the incentive system more
dynamic. Finally, supporting the development of third-party energy conservation service
organizations such as industry associations and research institutions, use social subjects’ power to
regulate the market order, and build a bridge of information transmission and feedback between
market subject and government departments.

2. Creating a healthy market development policy environment and guiding market subjects to achieving
win-win cooperation. On the one hand, ESCO, as the main supplier of energy conservation service
products, encourages them to establish management mechanisms of value co-creating. This
measure makes owners more con�dent in the quality of energy conservation services provided by
ESCO in the process of participating in energy conservation services, and helps both sides to form a
cooperative situation of risk-sharing and bene�t-sharing. On the other hand, strengthen the
cultivation of market-assisted entities, reward individuals or enterprises that innovate in energy
conservation service models and technological innovations in energy conservation products, build
innovative cooperation platforms, give full play to the joint action of industry, support institutions
such as universities, research institutes, �nancial institutions, and third-party institutions, and form a
market development environment of value creation and win-win cooperation.

3. On the premise of matching policy and market demand, the combination of incentive policy
measures is applied. First, identify the market subjects' demand characteristics at different stages of
market development accurately, give full play to the market demand survey results of industry
associations and third-party testing institutions, and select incentives that match the market
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development needs �exibly. Second, analyzes the limitations of each incentive policy and pays
attention to the transition among various policies. Establish principles and selection mechanism for
combination of incentive policies, and evaluate the effect of policy portfolio implementation to
further optimize combination and minimize incentive costs.
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Figures

Figure 1

(a) Negative causal chain; (b) Positive causal chain

Figure 2

(a) Positive causal loop; (b) Negative causal loop
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Figure 3

The structural framework of incentives total system

Figure 4

Structural of incentive elements subsystem
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Figure 5

Structural of incentive operation subsystem

Figure 6

Structural of incentive e�ciency subsystem

Figure 7
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Structural of incentive environment subsystem

Figure 8

Causality of incentives total system
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Figure 9

Causality of incentive elements subsystem
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Figure 10

Causality of incentive operation subsystem

Figure 11

Causality of incentive e�ciency subsystem
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Figure 12

Causality of incentive environment subsystem


